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Review game life is strange before the storm

When the pandemic took away his livelihood, Shantaben began working at a COVID center to support his family. The COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent national blockade have had a devastating impact on India's informal sector. This is the story of Shantaben Chamanbhai Parmar who has overcome challenges and is celebrated as a warrior of hope at the Population
Foundation of the Himmat Hai to Jeet Hai Campaign of India. After a slow start due to covid-19 and financial uncertainties across the Premier League and beyond, the transfer deal is starting to increase a notch as we enter the final part of the window. Mesut Ozil has resigned from Arsenal and is ready to seal a move to Fenerbahce, while the Gunners are reportedto need to part
ways with up to £50million to sign Norwich's Emi Buendia. Erling Haaland is once again the name on everyone's lips, as Chelsea and Manchester United both chase the prolific Borussia Dortmund striker with the first eye on a record bid. Ad•breakthroughchinaThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. The Chinese economy is getting a lot of
media interestThe opening of Australia's border will be one of the last things to change, says the medical director. Prof Paul Kelly says that even when coronavirus vaccines are distributed across the country, the border is likely to remain closedThe information blackout has reignited anger over the handling of government supplies to the NHS. Three new cases of coronavirus
reached the troubled build-up to the Australian Open on Tuesday as a backlash grew against international tennis players during a raging pandemic. Ad•BrokereoThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. Tight spreads, high leverage, powerful platform – your equipment to shake up the forex market The expert agency MMC has come into
contact with communities to combat misinformation and hesitation of the coronavirus vaccine. Joe Biden said the US will uphold Covid's travel bans to the UK, Europe and Brazil, despite Donald Trump's order to withdraw them. Trump reportedly said on Monday that the entry ban would end on January 26 - six days after Biden took office on Wednesday. On the recommendation of
our medical staff, the administration does not intend to lift these restrictions at 26/1, Ms. Psaki tweeted. In Guanay and Tipuani, in the La Paz area, local rivers burst their banks early in the morning and caught residents off guard. Residents complained about the lack of help from authorities to help people in homes that were damaged by flood waters. In Cochabamba, floods have
also affected livelihoods. According to reports, more than 17,000 chickens on a farm drowned in the floods. Bolivia's civil defense agency reported that 13,000 families were left affected floods in various parts of the country. No deaths have yet been reported. Ad•advancetechtrends and it for your feedback. Let's remove this and do necessary changes. Quantum computing presents
the opportunity to perform endless component simulations and instantly maximize projects in fractions of a second. Gold prices rose on Tuesday, down 1-1/2 months in the previous session, as the U.S. dollar plummeted, while prospects for more global stimulus underpined the refuge metal. U.S. gold futures gained 0.5 percent to $1,839.40. The key factor appears to be the (U.S.)
currency, said Michael McCarthy, chief market strategist at CMC Markets, adding that despite a recent jump in the dollar, there may be more weakening and this will support gold. Public Enemy co-founder It's So Hard to See My Baseball Cards Move On honors MLB icons who have died in the last year. Donald Trump's unpredictable and unconventional approach to diplomacy has
caused headaches for British politicians. Ad•China ReferenceThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. China is knowing by its rich history... Details of Joe Biden's stimulus plan were expected to fuel the actionsScientists fear the public could let their guard down as the coronavirus jab is delivered nationwide. Bangkok [Thailand], Jan 19
(ANI): India's ace PV Sindhu advanced on Tuesday to the second round of the Thailand Open underway after a comfortable victory over Busanan Ongbamrungphan.Ad•entouragechinaThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. China has designed this exclusively for PeopleEver since Rage Against the Machine topped the top in 2009, there
has been a steady drip of political protest campaigns entering the UK singles chart. Will Pritchard talks to Stewart Lee and more about whether a Number 1 can change WorldAlstom orders and sales for the first nine months of 2020/21 Order entry level at €4.5 billion, with solid order entry in q3, and record delay in €40.1 billion9 months of sales at €5.6 billion, in line with targeted
track record Full year perspective and medium-term guidance 2022/23 confirmed, supported by positive 4th quarter commercial pipeline and medium-term rail market outlookThe rail market leadership at ESG confirmed January 19, 2021 – Over the third quarter of 2020/21 (from October 1 to December 31, 2020), Alstom recorded €1.8 billion of orders. Group sales reached €2
billion (+2% organic compared to last year). For the first nine months of 2020/21 (from 1 April to 31 December 2020), Alstom's order consumption reached €4.5 billion. The Group's sales reached €5.6 billion in line with the target trajectory. The backlog, as of December 31, 2020, reached €40.1 billion and provides strong visibility into future sales. Key numbers Real numbers
2020/21 2019/20 2020/21 Var. % Var. % (in € million) Q1 Q2 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q2 9 months 9 months Actual organic orders received 1,620 2,998 3,563 1,719 1,651 1,001 1,836 8,181 4,488 (45%) (45%) Sales 2,054 2,086 2,060 2,001 1,507 2,011 2,049 6,200 5,567 (10%) (8%) Geographical breakdowns and orders and sales are provided in Appendix 1. All numbers mentioned in this
release are not audited. During the third quarter, Alstom secured several large orders in Europe and Asia Pacific, including an emblematic signalling contract between Delhi and Meerut in India. Regarding sales, the ramp-up of our major rolling stock projects continues this quarter, along with signage contracts. Alstom's leadership in Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainability has been recognized by the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices and the global non-profit environmental CDP. Finally, we are very close to opening a new chapter in our history, finalizing the acquisition of Bombardier Transportation on January 29, said Henri Poupart-Lafarge, President and CEO of Alstom. Detailed review During the third quarter of 2020/21 (from
October 1 to December 31, 2020), Alstom recorded €1,836 million of orders, against €3,563 million in the third quarter of 2019/20, which was remarkably high with large orders. Europe was responsible for the majority of the Group's orders with a large metro system contract in Toulouse worth more than € 470 million. It also included major rolling stock contracts with the supply of
up to 30 metropolis trains™ romania and 64 low-floor trams in Germany. Orders in Signage and Services were positive, respectively, with € 452 million and € 431 million booked during the quarter. Alstom was notably awarded its first contract at Mainline Signalling in India worth €106 million for etcs between Delhi and Meerut. In relation to sales, €2,049 million was traded in the
third quarter of 2020/21 (from October 1 to December 31, 2020) against €2,060 million in the third quarter of 2019/20. These slightly increasing (+2% organic) sales are mainly due to a ramp-up in Rolling Stock and Signalling, which offset the anticipated decline in Systems and a decrease in Services. Flagage sales increased significantly by 10% organically and reached €425
million. Compared to the third quarter of 2019/20, Rolling Stock sales grew 9% compared to the continued ramp-up. The systems anticipated a 23% drop compared to the third quarter of 2019/20 due nobly to near-completed contracts in the Middle East. The services, impacted by Covid-19, show a 7% reduction in organic. Main events of the third quarter 2020/21 v Main deliveries
of the project In November 2020, sricity's plant in Andhra Pradesh, which manufactures Rolling Stock for Urban Metro projects, successfully completed the production of its 500th Metro Car. As Alstom's largest urban material manufacturing facility in the Asia Pacific region, this facility is providing subway trains not only to Indian cities, but also throughout the The currently
operational subway trains built at this facility have marked more than 27 million kilometers cumulatively. Alstom successfully completed phase 1 of lusail's light rail project, a planned city currently under construction near Doha, Qatar. This phase of the project is covering 9.7 km of single track without catenary catenary 12.8 km of single-track underground line. The operation of the
network will be carried out with new generation Citadis X05 trams with capacity for 209 passengers using catenary and catenary-free (APS) technology. v Investment In December 2020, Alstom finalized the acquisition of a minority stake in Cylus, an Israel-based cybersecurity specialist. Together, Alstom and Cylus will integrate cybersecurity technology into processes,
components and rail solutions. The technology will be implemented first in Tel Aviv's metropolitan vlt system with a capacity of 200,000 passengers per day. v Intelligent and green mobility In October 2020, for the first time in France, a locomotive operates in partial autonomy, under real operating conditions, with fully automated acceleration and braking functions. The consortium,
composed of Alstom, Altran, Apsys, Hitachi Rail, Railenium and SNCF, carried out all the steps that made possible this important test: from the project to the description of computer systems, cabling and software programming. The next key step of the project will be the circulation, at the end of 2021, of a train with the same level of partial autonomy on a line equipped with lateral
signaling1 without any modification in the infrastructure. In November 2020, Alstom's innovative predictive maintenance solution for rolling stock, HealthHub™ TrainScanner™, entered service at the Warsaw Pendolino Service Centre, where it will be used to maintain pkp Intercity's 20 Avelia Pendolino fleet™ operated by PKP Intercity. TrainScanner™ provides predictive
maintenance and continuous evaluation of the technical condition of rolling stock. TrainScanner™ and HealthHub™ deliver significant benefits in both maintenance and operation, reducing material consumption and the number of maintenance activities required, thereby enabling significant savings for fleet owners and operators. Finally, in November 2020, the board of FNM,
Lombardy's main public transport group, approved Alstom's supply of six hydrogen fuel cell trains, with the option of eight more. This order confirms the Group's leading position in green mobility and, more specifically, in this promising new hydrogen market. Alstom's leadership in esg confirmed and rewarded during this third quarter During the third quarter of 2020/21, Alstom
achieved two significant recognitions of its Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability leadership efforts. Alstom achieved the highest possible A score in the 2020 annual assessment for transparency and leadership on climate issues, led by the global non-profit environmental CDP. This shows an improvement over last year's A-score, underlining Alstom's commitment,
robust policy and demonstrated actions to reduce emissions and contribute to the of the low-carbon economy. Alstom is one of the few high-performance companies of more than 5,800 that have been scored. For the tenth consecutive year, in a row, was included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), World and Europe, attesting to its leading position in sustainable
business practices. The Company achieved an overall score of 78 out of 100 in the Corporate Sustainability Assessment (95% per 2020 percentile). Alstom maintained its ranking among more than 7,300 companies evaluated, now being part of the Top 5% of companies with the best score in its sector. This year, Alstom has significantly improved its assessment in the areas of
corporate codes of conduct, political influence and social reporting. Bombardier Transportation's acquisition update On December 3, 2020, Alstom reached a decisive milestone in the acquisition of Bombardier Transportation with the great success of its capital increase with a subscription fee of approximately 170%. On January 5, 2021, Alstom successfully issued €750 million of
senior securities at a fixed coupon of 0%. The funds from the issuance of the securities will be used for general corporate purposes, including financing part of the acquisition of Bombardier Transportation complementing the capital increases. All regulatory approvals required for the completion of the Acquisition received, the completion of the acquisition is scheduled to take place
on January 29, 2021. Prospects for the financial year 2020/212In 2019/20, the Group launched the Strategic Initiative Alstom in Motion (AiM) and has since taken steps to deliver revenue and margin growth in line with the objectives set by this plan for 2022/23.The Covid-19 crisis is negatively affecting the financial performance of the 2020/21 financial year. However, Alstom is
anticipating a strong pipeline for H2 2020/21 and has seen solid production pickup during q2 and the third quarter 2020/21.Thus, Alstom aims at the following perspectives for the financial year 2020/21, assuming that the current situation of Covid-19 has no material effect on the production or commercial bidding schedule3: Commercial performance allowing a book for the ratio of
accounts above one; Sales between 7.6 billion and 7.9 billion euros; Adjusted EBIT margin in the range of 7.7% - 8.0%; Breakeven for positive generation of Free Cash Flow4. Medium-term outlook for the financial year 2022/23² The outlook given for the annual announcement of results of 12 May 2020 is confirmed In the context of the Covid-19 crisis, the target of an average
annual growth rate of 5% in the period 2019/20 to 2022/23 should be slightly impacted by the temporary slowdown in bidding activity, but the 2022/23 AEBIT margin targets and a conversion from net income to free cash flow above 80% are confirmed. With a strong liquidity position, demonstrated ability to deliver execution and profitability, and the rapid launch of a cost and cash
mitigation plan, the Group is confident in its capacity address the crisis, as well as capturing opportunities in a resilient rail market and contributing to the transition to sustainable sustainable transport About Alstom Leading the way to greener, smarter mobility around the world, Alstom develops and markets integrated systems that provide the sustainable foundationfor the future of
transportation. Alstom offers a full range of equipment and services, from high-speed trains, subways, trams and electronic buses to integrated systems, personalized services, infrastructure, signage and digital mobility solutions. Alstom recorded sales of €8.2 billion and recorded orders of €9.9 billion in fiscal 2019/20. Based in France, Alstom is present in more than 60 countries
and employs 38,900 people. Press Contacts:Coralie COLLET - Tel: +33 (1) 57 06 18 81coralie.collet@alstomgroup.com Samuel MILLER - Tel.: +33 (1) 57 06 67 74Samuel.miller@alstomgroup.com Investor Relations:Julie MOREL - Tel:: +3 3 (6) 67 61 88 58Julie.morel@alstomgroup.com Claire LEPELLETIER – Tel: +33 (6) 76 64 33 06claire.lepelletier@alstomgroup.com This
press release contains forward-looking statements that are based on current plans and forecasts of Alstom's management. Such forward-looking statements are relevant to the current scope of the activity and are by their nature subject to a number of important risks and uncertainty factors (such as those described in the documents presented by Alstom with the French MAM) that
could cause actual results to differ from the plans, objectives and expectations expressed in such forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and Alstom assumes no obligation to update or revise any of them, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. Fy 2020/21 forecasts are based on Alstom's
consolidation scope at the end of September 2020, thus excluding any scope impacts from the expected acquisition of Bombardier Transportation. They are mainly based on the following assumptions: Alstom's internal assumptions The improvement in sales in the second half of the first half will mainly come from a decrease in covid-19-related interruptions that affected Alstom
during the first half of this fiscal year, and the execution of its orders. The adjusted improvement of the EBIT margin over the first half will mainly come from the additional volume, rigorous project execution and delivery of projected sourcing savings. Standardizing engineering tools and processes, along with cost design, and optimizing our footprint for both engineering and
manufacturing, will also support alstom's performance improvement. In addition, digital transformation, combined with efficient discipline in overall cost management, will contribute to improving the adjusted EBIT margin. The best cash generation over the second half compared to the first half will mainly come from accelerated deliveries and performance It remains subject to the
usual short-term volatility in low payments and customer progress. Customers. Assumptions Were established excluding any major variations in the exchange rates of the currencies of the main countries outside the euro area in which the Group generates its revenues, compared to the rates in force on 30 September 2020. They assume a stable political environment globally in
areas where Alstom operates or supplies products. They assume the absence of production decelerations related to the Covid-19 crisis, resulting from partial or total blockade situations, which would exceed the blocking measures in force at the date of this document and affect both Alstom and its main suppliers. In addition, they assume that customer bids scheduled for the
second half of the year will not change considerably for later periods and that train mileage for the purposes of calculating payments indexed in maintenance contracts will not decrease very significantly during the remainder of the second half due to the ongoing health crisis. This press release does not constitute or form part of a prospectus or any offer or invitation to sell or issue,
or any offer or incentive to buy or sign, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe to any shares or other securities in the Company in France, the United Kingdom, the United States or any other jurisdiction. Any offer of the Company's securities may only be made in France according to a prospectus that has received a visa from maemor, outside France, according to
an offer document prepared for this purpose. The information does not constitute any form of commitment on the part of the Company or any other person. Neither the information nor any other written or oral information made available to any recipient or its directors shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. In particular, in furnishing the information, the Company, the
Banks, their affiliates, shareholders, and their respective directors, officers, advisers, employees or representatives undertake no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional INFORMATIONX 1A – GEOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN Actual figures 2019/20 % 2020/21 % (in € million) 9 months Contrib. 9 months Contrib. Europe 6.092 74% 2,674 59% Americas 504
6% 324 7% Asia / Pacific 1,531 19% 611 14% Middle East / Africa 54 1% 8 79 20% Orders by destination 8,181 100% 4,488 100% Actual figures 2019/20 % 2020/21 % (in € million) 9 months Contrib. 9 months Contrib. Europe 3,500 56% 3,263 59% Americas 1,015 16% 902 16% Asia / Pacific 655 11% 671 12% Middle East / Africa 1,030 17% 73 1 13% Sales by destination 6,200
100% 5,567 100% APPENDIX 1B – PRODUCT BREAKDOWN Actual figures 2019/20 % 2020/21 % (in € million) 9 months Contrib. 9 months Contrib. Rolling stock 4.099 50% 1,370 30% Services 2.719 33% 1.251 28% Systems 91 1% 847 19% Signalling 1.272 16% 1,020 23% Orders per destination 8,181 100% 4,488 100% Real values 2019/20 % 2020/21 % (in € million) 9
Contrib. 9 months Contrib. Current stock 2,897 47% 2,781 2,781 Services 1,109 18% 1,013 18% Systems 1,078 17% 657 12% Signage 1,116 18% 1,116 2 00% Sales by destination 6,200 100% 5,567 100% APPENDIX 2 - DEFINITIONS OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL INDICATORS This section presents financial indicators used by the Group that are not defined by the defined
accounting standard. Orders received A new order is recognized as an order received only when the contract creates enforceable obligations between the Group and its customer. When this condition is met, the order is recognized by the contract value. If the contract is denominated in a currency other than the functional currency of the reporting unit, the Group requires the
immediate elimination of foreign exchange exposure through the use of advanced currency sales. Orders are then measured using the spot rate at the beginning of the hedging instruments. Order backlog The Order backlog represents sales not yet recognized on orders already received. The delay of orders at the end of a fiscal year is calculated as follows: delay of orders at the
beginning of the year;in addition to new orders received during the year;fewer cancellations of orders registered during the year;fewer sales recognized during the year. The order backlog is also subject to changes in the scope of consolidation, adjustments in contract prices, and foreign currency translation effects. The order backlog corresponds to the transaction price allocated
to the remaining performance obligations, as required by quantitative and qualitative disclosures of IFRS 15. Book-to-Invoice The book-invoice relationship is the ratio of orders received with the quantity of sales negotiated for a specific period. Adjusted EBIT When Alstom's new organization was implemented in 2015, the adjusted EBIT (aEBIT) became the Key Performance
Indicator for presenting the level of recurring operating performance. This indicator is also aligned with market practice and comparable to direct competitors. Advancing (1st request for publication of the 2019/2020 Semester), Alstom opted for the inclusion of the net profit of investments recorded in shares in AEBIT when they are considered as part of the Group's operational
activities (as there are significant operational flows and/or execution of common projects with these entities), i.e., the CASCO Joint Venture. The company believes that bringing visibility into an important contributor to Alstom's signaling strategy will provide a fairer and more accurate picture of the Group's overall commercial and operational performance. This change will also allow
for more comparability with what similar market players define as being part of their main aggregate disclosure of non-GAAP profit. AEBIT corresponds to Adjusted Earnings before Interest and Taxes for the following elements: net restructuring expenses (including rationalization costs);p tangible and intangible judgment;capital gains or loss/revaluation on disposals investments or
change controls of an entity;any other non-recurring items, such as some costs incurred to conduct business and amortization of an asset exclusively valued in the context of the business combination, as well as litigation costs that arose outside the ordinary course of business; and including the profit sharing of operating investments recorded in shares. A non-recurring item is an
exceptional one-off item that should not occur again in the following years and this is significant. The adjusted EBIT margin corresponds to the Adjusted EBIT in percentage of sales. Free cash flow Free cash flow is defined as net cash provided by operating activities minus capital expenditures, including capitalized development costs, net of revenue stemming from disposals of
tangible and intangible assets. In particular, free cash flow does not include income from business disposals. The financial measure most directly comparable to free cash flow calculated and presented according to IFRS is the net cash provided by operating activities. Alstom uses free cash flow for both internal analysis and external communication, as the Group believes it
provides an accurate view of the actual amount of money generated or used by operations. Net cash/(debt) Net cash/(debt) is defined as cash and cash equivalents, other current financial assets and non-current financial assets directly associated with liabilities included in the financial debt, less financial debt. Payment ratio The payout ratio is calculated by dividing the value of the
overall dividend with the net income from continuing transactions attributable to the parent's stock holders as shown in the consolidated income statement Organic figures on an organic basis eliminate the impact of changes in the scope of consolidation and changes resulting from the translation of accounts into the Euro after the change in foreign currencies in relation to the Euro.
The Group uses organically prepared figures for both internal and external communication, because it believes that they provide means to analyze and explain variations from one period to another. However, these numbers are not performance measures under IFRS. 9 months 31 Dec. 2019 9 months 31 Dec. 2020 (in € million) Actual Values Exchange rate Values Exchange rate
scope impact Numbers comparable Numbers Real Impact Numbers Comparable Numbers % Var Act. % Var Org. Orders 8,181 (91) 8,090 4,488 4,488 (45)% (45)% Sales 6.6 200 (169) 6,031 5,567 5,567 (10)% (8)% 1 Side signaling is the signaling in force before the implementation of the European ERTMS signalling system. It is still used on the vast majority of lines (excluding
high-speed lines).2 Alstom's autonomous scope3 Fiscal year 2020/21 presupposes the absence of production decelerations related to the Covid-19 crisis, resulting from partial or total blocking situations, which would exceed the blocking measures in force in the would affect both Alstom and the main suppliers. Also related to the Covid-19 environment, it assumes that the
customer's customer bid will not change materially after the second half and that train mileage for the purposes of calculating payments indexed in maintenance contracts will not decrease very significantly during the remainder of the second half4 Subject to the usual short-term volatility in the timing of receipt of low payments and mark payments due by customers Annex 2021-01-
19 PR Q3 2020-21London [United Kingdom] , January 19 (ANI) : Arsenal's Cedric Soares said the team worked hard as a unit and that it was key to their impressive victory over Newcastle in the Premier League. Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang scored twice in a match for the first time this season, while Arsenal clinched a comfortable 3-0 win over Newcastle on Tuesday. Ad•Smart
Physics WorldThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. Do this, and you will find quantum physics much easier to understand. Electric car batteries run ahead with five-minute charging timesExclusive: first factory production means recharging can be as fast as filling petrol or diesel vehiclesThe sustainable tourism key to Cumbria's new
carbon neutral plan. The ambition to become the UK's first carbon neutral county by 2037 is expected to reduce the impact of visitors, especially in the Majoria Lakes of Europeans say China will overtake the broken US within a decade. Poll finds more Europeans than not saying U.S. can't be trusted after four years of Trump
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